October 2017

From my desk

(editor@nwphoto.org)
While over 100 km from home the other day, on a spur of the
moment drive to capture some fall colours, I got a “memory
card full” warning. Did I have another card with me? Oops.
Nor did I even want to think about quitting for the day.
Deleting old photos one by one, I commented to my friend that
it would be nice if I could select a bunch to delete instead of
doing it individually. Once back in the warm car, I discovered
that I could indeed do that. It’s something I haven’t needed, as
I clear my cards frequently. But it was a good reminder that
you don’t always know your camera as well as you could/should.

This poignant image called “The
Long Road Home” © Barb T. placed
4th in the recent “Long and Winding
Road theme.

Then, looking into the upcoming meeting, I thought “long shutter”? Film cameras always had a “bulb”
setting, where you could hold the shutter open as long as you liked. Does my camera have a B? It
does! I didn’t know that. I usually stop at the aperture or shutter priority settings, and the B setting is
buried with the presets I never use. It works! This could come in handy at the next meeting!
In other news, this is another full issue thanks to our contributing members. Lots of interesting
reading, members. Enjoy!

Program (program@nwphoto.org)
Our upcoming October 24 meeting should be a lot of fun. It’s a
hands-on workshop, and you will definitely want to bring your camera
and a tripod to take part in the experimentation of painting with
light. The possibilities are endless, and you can end up with some
unexpected results, so be sure to take this one in. In case we decide
to go outside, you might also want to be sure to wear something
weather appropriate.
On November 7 we will be having a round table discussion on photo
evaluation. This promises to be a fun learning experience.
Please refer to our web page (nwphoto.org) for more in-depth
information about each upcoming meeting, or possible last-minute
changes to the program.
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Outings (outings@nwphoto.org)
The outing on October 22 to the National Historic Site Gulf of Georgia Cannery in Steveston should
be fascinating. Plenty of shooting time and a cannery tour. Cost is just under $4 for the tour. Meet at
the cannery at 9:00 AM for shooting before the tour starts at 10:00. After the tour, lunch is an option
(great fish and chips!), and waterfront photography. Please check the website for detailed information
about dress (the cannery is cold!), tripod etiquette etc. Also, the area is beautifully moody in the rain,
so don’t let any weather forecasts deter you.
Please confirm your attendance (outings@nwphoto.org)
And on November 5 we’re doing a walking tour of Fort Langley, of both the fort (bring your Parks
Canada Discovery Pass if you have one) and the downtown area. Please be sure to let Nathan know
you will come, so he’ll know how many walking tour kits to bring.
Meet at the entrance to the fort between 9:30 and 10:00 AM. Check the website for driving and
transit directions, as well as more detailed information.

Themes

(themes@nwphoto.org)
Did you try scoring the last (or current) theme? Scoring before or after commenting can really help
you think about the strongest images that you might be picking for your top 3. You can break your
score into components or just assign a number. Scores appear as average scores/number scoring.
So 8.5/6 would mean that of the 6 people who scored, the average was 8.5. Give it a try!

Winding Channel through rolling hills © Tim
S., one of the many stunning entries from the
“Long and Winding Road” theme.

Pencil Pusher © Sheryl G, from the
recently closed theme “Back to
School, Fool”. Top 10 results from this
theme will be shown at an upcoming
meeting. Top 3 are available on the
website now.

You have until the end of
October to enter the “Simply
Autumn” theme.
(Image creative commons, not
an entry)

Open Themes
Closing on October 31, Simply Autumn. We are looking for simple, pared-down, minimalistic images
that say “Autumn”.
You can comment and score this theme at any time (as long as you are signed in), but selection of
your top 3 choices can only be made after the theme closes.
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Theme Results
Here are the top 10 for the recently closed theme “The Long and Winding Road”.
Title
Curve into the Unknown
Steel roadway
Untitled
The Long Road Home
Keep goin’ straight …. Kinda
On the Edge
Untitled
Peace
Snaking through the hills
Rock and Dirt

Photographer
Glenn M.
Shona L.
Glenn M.
Barb T.
Michael D.
Debi N.
Ziggy J.
Sheryl G.
Eric M.
Deanna T.

Place (score)
1st (67 pts)
2nd (48 pts)
3rd (42 pts)
4th (40 pts)
5th
6th
7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, (tie)
7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, (tie)
7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, (tie)
7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, (tie)

Survival Tips from a Travelling Photographer

(Glenn Marcus)

Travel and Photography
These two activities, on the surface seem to go together so well, but in essence, to be a successful
travelling photographer takes planning and difficult decisions that impact on your travel plans! You
can’t take everything you have with you, and you can’t be everywhere you may want to be. Having
just turned from a month’s trip, I thought I would share some of my thoughts on how to balance travel
and photography.
Your Travel Plans
The first step is to consider your photography goal as you plan your trip. Light is the big factor in
creating a photograph that captures the scene or a photograph that has the often-quoted “WOW
Factor” that moves a photography from a snapshot to a travel photograph. No big news, early
morning and later evenings are key times
when the light will truly make a difference
in the feeling of the photograph you take.
So when making travel plans, I take into
consideration how many mornings or
evenings I will have a location. An
aggressive travel schedule when I would
move to a new location each day
maximizes the sights/locations I will see,
but limits the ability to catch the light I want.
Your travel schedule can make the
difference between being a tourist in a
country to take photographs of the
locations and a travel photographer.
While a travel schedule with more time in
San Angelo Night © Glenn Marcus
fewer locations is something I seek, check
in with your co-traveller to make sure this fits what they want. This means you need at least two,
probably three days in a location. The day of travel wipes out the morning photoshoot. Two days at a
location gives one evening, one morning and one more evening photographing option.
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For early morning and evening, the magic “blue hour” limits the
number of places you can be. I have found for evening
photography, there is a half-hour or so window after the sun sets
where the potential for photographs is great. But you have to
commit to a location and work the light and you lose it if you try to
travel to multiple locations.
Research Your Locations
Once you have a general travel itinerary planned, research the
locations. A Google image search on a search on major
photography sharing sites. I get an idea of the location with a
Google search but be careful. Just because the image comes up
under a search for example Pienza, Italy does not really mean
every image you see is actually Pienza Italy! I also use
photography sites like https://500px.com to get an idea of how
photographers have captured sights at the various locations. It
helps you in how your approach to scene to try to create a
composition that is different than the 1,000 straight on views of a
certain location.

First Light on the Tiber © Glenn M.

I use on-line tools like The Photographer's Ephemeris
(www.photoephemeris.com/) to look at sunrise/sunset times as well as what will be in the sun or not.
Once you look at the direction of the sun you will know where a location is a morning or evening
shoot.
Decide on Your Equipment
Here you have to get tough. You simply cannot bring all the photography equipment you may want to
bring. There are weight restrictions to your luggage for airlines but also a capacity you will have to
lug the equipment around.
For me a tripod is a must. I like long exposure photography as well as early morning and evening low
light so I need the tripod to capture a crisp in-focus image. But a tripod takes up a lot of suitcase
space. You can consider a tripod designed for travel. The legs fold down so that it fits within a
suitcase. Carbon fiber is a good consideration to have a stable, low weight tripod.
There are plenty of restrictions in terms of locations that do not allow tripods. No, you are not going to
be able to go to St. Peter’s at the Vatican and use a tripod. Basically, museums and the like do not
allow tripods.
Consider your lens. Eric Massarelli talked at the October 6th meeting
about lenses. You simply can’t bring them all! Consider the type of
photography you plan to create, and then line up the lenses you are
considering to take. Take more than one, but not more than three.
The second lens you take is a bit of an insurance decision. (I actually
carry a second camera, but that maybe is being very cautious.) If an accident occurs, and you
damage your lens, then you have one you can use. Camera equipment in Europe is very expensive.
Lenses become too much to carry. Changing lenses on location also requires carefulness. In cities
there is the worry of being bumped and dropping a lens. No matter where you are, every time you
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change a camera lens you create the
possibility of dust etc. getting in the
As soon as you land, change the time zone setting for your
camera.
camera. This ensures the metadata in your camera records
I take a wide angle, a prime lens like a 35
will be accurate.
or 50 mm and a variable zoom. These
cover the majority of the photography
challenges. Wide angle lens are not only good for landscape, but when in small narrow city streets,
the wide angle lens creates room to capture tight street scenes. I use my 35mm or 50 mm for night
photography. But for the bulk of the day my variable zoom allows me to capture a wide variety of
scenes.
Label and Document
If it is a long holiday, documentation is important. I label my camera memory cards with a number,
and I keep track in a small notebook where I was each day, and what has been captured on what
memory card. This comes in handy later when everything starts to look the same!
As soon as you land, change the time zone setting for your camera.
This ensures the metadata in your camera records will be accurate.
Use your camera to record site information. I there is a sign giving
information about a site I take a photo of the sign. I find this a handy
when I am reviewing my photos and recording keyword information.
Use your notebook. When reviewing your files, you can made date and time information with the
notes of the specific location.
Review and Share
I take an iPad and download photos at the end of each day. All photos seem to look great when
reviewed on the back of your camera. Sometimes the image does not look quite as good when
viewed on the larger screen of an iPad or laptop. You may have the chance to go back and re-shoot.
I find the iPad handy as it is minimal equipment to carry around.
Sharing is fun. Upload some photos to your Facebook or other photo sharing site. I have actually met
other photographers through this process.
A little planning of the photography goal of your trip influences your travel schedule and the packing
involved. Happy travels.

Webmaster Responds to the 2016/2017 year end survey

(Derek C. - Webmaster)

In the last issue, we talked a bit about the results of our year end survey. We
know you wonder what happens with all the comments you make. We will have
some (or all) of our Executive respond in this and future issues, starting with our
Webmaster’s responses below – Ed.
Scoring
In the survey we asked members if they would be interested in being able to
score images, as well as how that information should be shared (seeing how we
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score an image compared to others can also help us refine our critical eye). As a result, over the
summer, the webmaster implemented the scoring mechanism currently being trialed.
This has been discussed in more detail at meetings and in recent newsletter issues.
Theme Top 10 video viewing
After each theme completes, we share the "Top 10" images at the following meeting. This is in the
form of a short slideshow showing the images and their respective rankings. The voting scores for the
top 4 are also revealed so members can see that often the top images are determined by just 1 or 2
votes (so every vote is important).
However, these videos have been shown at the meetings and
then never seen again. In the past the question was posed to
members whether the videos could be posted to YouTube (as a
means of popularizing the club), and at that time the general
response was negative. In this year's survey, we looked at
alternatives. We still asked if members wanted to be able to see
the videos on YouTube, but also gave the choice of perhaps
hosting them in the club's website (we changed ISPs a couple of
years ago, and have more storage space available to us).
Support for hosting the videos on the club site was more positive.
As a result, over the coming months, the Webmaster will be
looking at possibly adding the Top 10 videos as part of the theme
summary you see in the "comment view" of a theme gallery.
Use of CAPS on website
This past year saw the release of a new version of the website, which attempted to bring layouts and
displays more up to date with current web practices. One comment was received about the use of
CAPs on the website. In many forms of typed communication (emails, tweets, social media posts),
the use of CAPs is often used to add emphasis to words, often thought to be analogous to raising the
voice (and its subsequent use in conventional books as well). However, the use of CAPs in
typographic layouts is quite common to help section headings stand out and to indicate areas the
content provider feels the viewer should give attention (e.g. newspaper headlines). On our site, the
use of CAPs is primarily in headings, links to major sections of the website, and in "buttons" to help
keep the text clear and readable.

Website should provide a photo resizing tool
This comes up almost every year. And the answer is always the same 2-part response.
Part 1: code running on the webserver is not the same as running on your PC. On your home
machine you might have several gigabytes of RAM for image manipulation, the code on the
webserver runs in a "sandbox" of only about 128 megabytes. This is about equivalent of a PC from
the 1980's, where a "large" image was considered 800x600 pixels. The current limit would allow the
resizing of about a 2-megabyte image. Most cameras these days are shooting 10+ megabyte images
at 3600x2400 pixels and even higher. The scripts on the webserver cannot easily handle images of
that size without crashing (we've tried). Also for people with slower connections, this means you
would also spend a lot more time uploading your raw oversized images (bear in mind to convert your
file for uploading means you are actually adding about 30% to the size of the file you want to send up
-- for the technically minded out there, this is the browser's base64 MIME encoding of the binary
image data).
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Part 2: there are libraries that could potentially handle larger images by writing all the calculations to
the server's hard drives. They are much slower than RAM manipulation. However, then we enter the
realm of artistic control. Any code on the server would have to be a "one size fits all" when it comes to
resizing images. In some tests, these methods can distort colours (because the code does not follow
any ICC profile you may include in your image), or introduce artifacts into an image because of the
single resizing method (of the halfdozen or so common algorithms in use
in most software, e.g. BiCubic). The
. . . bottom line here is the webmaster would rather you have
result is you might upload a very nice
control over the appearance of your images . . .
image, but after it is resized on the
server you may notice many issues with
the results.
It has always been felt that the photographer should take responsibility for how their images would be
displayed (this is the same as professionally contracted photographers, when they deliver results to
their customers, very often exact specifications are given as to the image format in terms of size,
colour-space, etc. It is not up to the customer to finish the photographer's work for them). Resizing
images in most software is a matter of seconds these days, and usually is simply a flag to be checked
on output from the software as you export your images from RAW to final JPEG or PNG format, so it
does not dramatically change the amount of time you need to prepare your images for the website.
So, bottom line here is the webmaster would rather you have control over the appearance of your
images in that regard, rather than deal with complaints when automated resizing causes issues (yes,
we have tried it in the past, and, yes, there were complaints).
Part 3 (of 2?!): the webmaster is
always looking at new libraries and
options as the website environment
and technologies change. There are
some recent new libraries available
that “might”(!) perform better than
those tried in the past. So, behind the
scenes, the webmaster is exploring
the ability to allow uploads of larger images. (Mind you, I would
rather spend an extra 10 seconds on my export from Lightroom to
resize 10 megabyte images down to website sized 250 kilobyte
images and be done my uploading in seconds rather than minutes.)
iPad issues
Some members have indicated having some issues with the website when trying to use it on an Apple
iPad. The webmaster acknowledges that these issues exist (Apple's native browser on these devices
has known quirks and does not always behave the way other browsers do -- it's the only browser I've
come across where the iPad decides whether or not the user is allowed to press a button!). However,
since the Webmaster does not personally own such a device, it is difficult for him to address such
issues. Progress could be made if members are willing to donate some time to working with the
webmaster on these issues (this would essentially mean repeatedly trying various possible solutions
the webmaster finds until such time as a solution can be found that works on the iPad as well the
other supported browsers). The Chrome browser works very well on other mobile devices, so if it is
available on your Apple device, you might consider using it as a workaround for the time being.
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Year End Summary Slideshow
There was one suggestion that there be a year-end slideshow of the
various activities of the club, to be shown at the year-end potluck.
For many years, the webmaster did exactly that, showing a summary
of images from outings, themes, and member galleries (web traffic
statistics were analyzed to pick the most popular member gallery
images to receive the coveted(?) Webby Awards. This was shown at
the AGM as part of the "Webmaster's Report" (the AGM being more
attended than the potluck, so more people would see it). However,
the last few years, there were several negative comments on the survey about the show, and the
practice was discontinued.
If there is any plan of what might be coming for the next season, there could be some sort of
teaser made?
This is a question more to the whole executive. It would be hard to say what's coming in the following
season, since the new executive is chosen at the AGM each year, and content is usually worked out
during the summer hiatus. So, at the time of the year end potluck, I doubt even the newly elected
executive know what will be coming in the months ahead.

OMG! My Sensor is Soiled!

(Nancy M.)

Sooner or later it happens to everyone who makes images using a camera with changeable lenses.
One day you look at your images on your computer and see spots in your blue sky, and you know
that somehow your sensor has been corrupted by the dreaded sensor dust. You go along cloning out
the spots for a time, but eventually, you have to face that fact that your sensor must be cleaned.
Senor cleaning is a somewhat daunting task. We all know that our sensors are at the heart of our
cameras. You look online and pundits sharing horror stories and recommending expert care.
Damage the sensor, they say, and your camera can be ruined, or at least need costly repairs.
A couple of weeks ago I began to notice something very odd about the skies on the top left side of my
images. Not sensor dust, exactly, but a weird smeary distortion that ruined a number of images and
this wasn’t something I could fix with cloning. My first thought was that I needed to give my lenses a
good cleaning. While that was, indeed, true, it didn’t solve the issue. Finally, I took off my lens and
took a look at my sensor, and found a veritable blob of something oily. Apparently, dust isn’t the only
contaminant that can invade your camera, and mine was invaded in a big way.
Now, at that time I was a sensor-cleaning virgin. I’ve always been so afraid of damaging my sensor
that I turned the task over to the professionals. I took myself and my camera to Kerrisdale Cameras,
where I bought my beloved XT-2, in hopes that they would clean it. I was told that I had three
choices. I could take the camera to VanCam Service or ship it off to Fuji for servicing, and they would
charge me about $100, and likely keep my camera for a week or more. In response to high demand
Kerrisdale has started cleaning sensors, and they would charge $50 and keep the camera overnight.
The third choice was to buy a $40 sensor cleaning kit and clean the sensor myself. I was under some
time pressure that made the DIY option logical. However, the kicker was that if I left the camera, the
techs would clean it with the same kit they would sell me.
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So, I bought the kit.
There are a great many sensor cleaning products out there. But, the kit they
recommended is called EZ Sensor Cleaning Kit DUALPOWER-X Extra Strength.
It is made in Alberta by a company called Visible Dust. I opened it up to find that
the kit included 5 little flat squeegee shaped swabs and two little vials of cleanser
– one for dust and the other for oils. So, for less than the price of one cleaning, I
could do 5.
Being nervous, I went onto their website: www.visibledust.com and searched for
help. I found detailed instructions including a video. (Good to know I’m not the
only chicken out there.) Armed with this information I took off my lens, looked at
the sensor (the benefit of mirrorless cameras is that I didn’t have to lock the
mirror up), put a drop of solution on the little squeegee and delicately but firmly
made one swipe of the sensor. MAGIC! All that fuss and worrying solved by a
little kit and 2 minutes.
So, I heartily recommend this product; bonus for being Canadian made and
expert endorsed. If I can do it, anyone can. So, go ahead. Clean your sensor.
Your images will thank you.
Newer members who might not have read past issues might want to check out another (somewhat
tongue in cheek) take on sensor cleaning in our October 2016 issue – Ed.

A few dates to note
October 20
October 22
October 24
October 31
October 31
November 1
November 1-30

November 7
November 8-9

Deadline for proposals for Capture Photography Festival (see last
issue)
Club outing to tour the Gulf of Georgia historic cannery
Club meeting – workshop on Light Painting
Deadline for entries for the “Simply Autumn” theme
Halloween. Bwahahahaha
A new theme opens. These only run for a month now so you might
not want to put this off!
Introspection: Art exhibition by our very own member Tatiana Bobko.
at the Plaskett Gallery at Massey Theatre, 735 Eighth Avenue, New
West, Tuesdays to Saturdays from 12pm-2pm and 3pm-6pm, and
during all performances
Club meeting: Round table discussion on photo evaluation
Surrey’s annual Garden Light Festival at Bear Creek. 5 to 8 pm each
night, “rain or shine” (hmmm, doesn’t shine much at 5, but we know
what they mean.
Lots of photo ops for October too, such as Vandusen’s Glow in the
Garden, Potters House of Horrors, the Stanley Park Ghost Train . . .
Information can be found on the club website under
News/Announcements.
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